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THE MYSTERIOUS “THIRD EYE”
In churches, in $ bills, and ...?

M

y friends, all over, here is how the way
of life, it’s ritual ceremonies, including
the use of the Third Eye, from the Paradisetime, thousands of years ago, in Finland, then
Vinland, was known, now told for the first
time ever, that may alter your thinking, and
the world, so be aware!
Mystery it has been, the Third Eye, up
till now, but now we can prove that it is definitely from Finland, and what it meant originally, and where it is to be seen, the mystery
which can be solved only with Finnish and
“Root” languages, still spoken here, at the
narrow south coastal area. The Greek historian Hesiodos mentioned the Third Eye 2 700
years ago in his book “The Birth of Gods”, and
another Greek, Herodotos, 250 years later, although he says that he does not believe that
those men of “Extremely North”, Hyperborea,
have it in the middle of their forehead, as he
had been told, but not seen. Greeks had the
story “Odyssey” where the giant Kykloop had
it there. But that word gives us first hints of
its Finnish origin, as “Kyy” is a common poisonous venom spitting snake here, and “loop”
is the tube with the “eye” at the end of it, what
the watchmakers are using, to magnify the
very small parts of wrist watches. Loop is the
phallus and “venom” symbols the sperm of a
man.
The Third Eye can be seen above the
southern door of a main Lutheran Temple,
with signs of Yoni and Linga in it, of Helsinki,
inside a triangle, showering rays around, at
its “forehead”, said by church to be the eye

with what God is looking at us, to be seen
in many other churches too! But where it
originally was (is), as it still is in its original
place, this may surprise you? Well, to see the
original one, from a man, it’s not at the forehead, no, no, you have to be brave and look
much lower, still lower, below navel, there!
Stop! Now take his pants down and look at
the head of his penis, (at his Adam´s apple,
the one that Eve…?) where there is a small
hole, from where that Kyy “snake” spits is
“venom” out! Vatican will never admit or tell
it or perhaps does not even know the origin
of it. It definitely is from the time before any
religions, it is from Finland, former Vinland,
as with only the Root and Finnish languages
you can find the explanation for it. The snake
is to be seen in many pictures from Paradise
with Adam and Eve, coiling around the tree of
“bad and good knowledge”, the “apple” in its
mouth. (By the way, the rib, from which Eve
was said to be “made”, is “Räfben” in Root,
meaning Foxbone, as women were said to
be as elegant and witty as Foxes, in English,
Foxy lady, but also, Räf or re-formed)
But what makes the “Third Eye” symbol
so mysterious is that it appears on US dollar
bills too, put there by the eight Freemasons,
(Washington being one of them) that were
present to put their names under the
Declaration of Independence of the USA , in
Philadelphia, at 1776. The Dollar ($) being
“The” currency around which the world economy has been rotating ever since, as it was
cheap to print paper money. But strange it is
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to see the Third eye also in so many churches and temples, old and new, all around the
world, and on the back cover of my Finnish
Bible.
The sperm, that comes from the Third
Eye of the Lord, the Ukko, was the most valued substance (e-van-gel-ium) in the world,
(should still be), as he had “fathered” all the
people in the globe, by mating with the ladies of the next lower Ros-cast, their sons
again continuing for the next cast, and so on,
to the bottom, (called festival) but the bottom men were not allowed to beget children,
their task was to offer their “venom” step by
step up to the main “seeder” as Nektar, (that
called Carnival) who needed plenty of energy
to get his task done. This main seeder was
Lemminkäinen, (Sol Bocken Balder, the part
“Lem” meaning his phallus) always the 12th
son of the Ukko, for whom the most beautiful
and healthy young girl in the world (we still
have those Miss Universe contests) was selected as a wife, who was to “supply” the next
family of Goods, (not Gods, but Goods) who
were mentioned to be extremely virtuous, by
Socrates, Homer and Plato. The last hereditary Ukko died here in Finland at 1897, but
of course he had not acted in the community
anymore, actually not from the year 1050 on,
when Vatican army invaded and destroyed
everything in here, forbidding people to live
here for the next 200 years, but the story was
being told and retold continually inside the
Bock family, secretly, for 736 years, can you
believe, from 1248 until 1984, when it became public, known as Bock Saga. Ior Bock,
the last member of the family of “Goods”,
the King and Seer, is now 68, his sister, the
Queen and Seeress, having died at 1976.
So now you know where the Third Eye is
and has been all the time, every man has it,
it’s there, at the tip (apple) of phallus, which
is the Tor (Thor, that Dear Baby has many
names) within every man. But there is one ex-

ample where we can see the picture of the
original “Button hole Third Eye”! It’s on back
of one Russian Icon holder, made in the world
famous Fabergé workshop in St Petersburg,
from gold and precious pearls, rubies, sapphires and diamonds, at 1888, by Erik Kollin,
a Finnish master gold smith. There it is, the
button with its holes, in the centre of it, inside a triangle, diamond rays spreading from
it all around, and you can easily see that it is
a button with two holes and a shallow ditch
in between, for the thread, just like at the tip
of phallus, when you press it from sides a bit,
check it, for heaven’s sake!
But what about the text “In God We trust”
in all US bills and coins also, what for? At
whom or what do the US bank-people really
trust? Somebody “up there” or what? Well, the
“God” is not god but Good! It´s the phallus of
Lemminkäinen, the man who is also the Yule
Bock, or Santa, or Devil, he had many disguises as he had to put a bock´s hide on, with
horns and tail too, and mask, at ceremonies,
just as the real bock with his flock of lambs.
So you are right when you say “in God we
trust”, only the “God” is not somewhere high
up but inside the pants of the original Santa,
(or every man) you can trust him, (all children
in the world will) as at him we will find the
“Third Eye”, what spits the E-van-gel-ium, the
seed for all wives to continue populating the
world! (Here in Finland Santa comes inside
our homes the night before, to deliver the
gifts himself, (husbands watching, but if she
is a widow…?) and the public TV is showing
his departure from his workshop in Lapland,
every Christmas, with only two “sacks” of gifts
in his reindeer pulled sleigh. Oh! ) At that
night one can see hundreds of ordered “santas” cruising with their autos here and there,
their ads in papers months before!
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